Software clustering is usually used for program understanding. Since the software clustering is a NP-complete problem, a number of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are proposed for solving this problem. In literature, there are two wellknown GAs for software clustering, namely, Bunch and DAGC, that use the genetic operators such as crossover and mutation to better search the solution space and generating better solutions during genetic algorithm evolutionary process. The major drawbacks of these operators are (1) the difficulty of defining operators, (2) the difficulty of determining the probability rate of these operators, and (3) do not guarantee to maintain building blocks. Estimation of Distribution (EDA) based approaches, by removing crossover and mutation operators and maintaining building blocks, can be used to solve the problems of genetic algorithms. This approach creates the probabilistic models from individuals to generate new population during evolutionary process, aiming to achieve more success in solving the problems. The aim of this paper is to recast EDA for software clustering problems, which can overcome the existing genetic operators' limitations. For achieving this aim, we propose a new distribution probability function and a new EDA based algorithm for software clustering. To the best knowledge of the authors, EDA has not been investigated to solve the software clustering problem. The proposed EDA has been compared with two well-known genetic algorithms on twelve benchmarks. Experimental results show that the proposed approach provides more accurate results, improves the speed of convergence and provides better stability when compared against existing genetic algorithms such as Bunch and DAGC.
Introduction
In large software systems, program comprehension is an important factor for its development and maintenance [1] . Clustering is presented as a key activity in reverse engineering to extract software architecture (structure) to improve understanding of the program [2] . The aim of the software clustering methods is to automatically group the similar artifacts of a software system together into clusters and discover the software structure based on relationships between artifacts in a software system, in which the relationships between the artifacts of different clusters are minimized, and the relationships between the artifacts of the same cluster are maximized (maximum cohesion and minimum coupling) [4] . In general, low coupling and high cohesion are characteristics for well-designed software systems [3] . The first stage in the software clustering is to extract a Call Dependency Graph (CDG) from the program to improve the comprehensibility of complex software systems [4] . CDG is usually used in search-based clustering algorithms for modeling the calls between artifacts. Figure 1 shows a sample of the clustered call dependency graph of a program. In this sample the relationship between artifacts in clusters is high and the coupling between clusters is low (well-designed). Considering huge search space, the problem of finding the best clustering for a software system is a non-deterministic polynomial complete (NPComplete) problem, hence, the necessity of the use of evolutionary algorithms to achieve a proper clustering is known [4] . Some genetic algorithms are provided in the context of software clustering in which communication and information exchange between individuals is done through the selection and recombination of the individual in a generation. This information movement causes partial solutions to combine with each other, and then higher quality solutions are obtained possibly. With all positive features that the standard genetic algorithm has, the major drawback of this algorithm is that the behavior of genetic algorithm depends on parameters like how to define the crossover and mutation operators and their probabilities, etc. [5] . Therefore, researcher requires experiments in order to choose the suitable values for these parameters [5] . Crossover is a process of taking the pairs of selected parents and producing new offspring from them. The aim of mutation operator is to avoid 'getting stuck' at local optimum points, maintain genetic diversity and discover new areas of the search space. These operators are executed serially. Crossover and mutation operators have a fixed rate of happening (i.e., the operators are applied with a fixed probability) that varies across problems. In problems that require certain crossover and mutation operators, defining these operators is very difficult and complex, because genetic operators must be defined in a way that can produce valid individuals. For example, in a permutation-based encoding, we need operators that can be maintained as well as the permutation property of individuals [6] . Moreover, in some problems in which the genetic operators do not guarantee the building blocks protection, GA shows a poor performance [5] .
In order to overcome the disadvantages of the genetic algorithm, a class of evolutionary algorithms called estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) is provided that has advantages in comparison with genetic algorithm. These advantages include [5] : (1) generating new individuals using the probability distribution of all virtualization solutions of previous generation, instead of using the genetic operators; (2) maintaining building blocks in successive generations by giving more chances to partial solutions; and (3) improving the speed of progress towards optimal solution by maintaining building blocks.
In this paper, we recast the estimation of distribution algorithm for software systems clustering, aiming to overcome the genetic algorithm problems and achieving the better clustering by keeping the building blocks during evolutionary process. We propose a probability distribution function to generate a new population using the features of clustering problem, which can solve the problem using genetic operators such as crossover and mutation. The results of our experiments showed that our estimation of distribution algorithm can provide acceptable clustering from the perspective of a domain expert, and as a result contribute to the understanding of software system.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides some background about EDA and addresses the limitations of the existing works. Section 3 explains the proposed algorithm for software clustering using EDA. Section 4 gives the results of applying our clustering algorithm and some known evolutionary algorithms and discusses on results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background and Related Works
In this section, we provide the basic information required for software systems clustering using the estimation of distribution algorithms and some related works in the field of software systems clustering.
Estimation of distribution algorithms
EDAs are population-based search algorithms based on probabilistic modeling of promising solutions [5] . In EDAs the new population is generated using a probability distribution estimated from the selected individuals of the previous generation [5] . Figure 2 illustrates the EDA approaches in the optimization process. The EDA follow the following steps in the optimization process:
1. Firstly, the initial individuals of size µ as initial population are generated.
The generation of these µ individuals is usually carried out by assuming a uniform distribution on each variable. Then, each individual using fitness function is evaluated. 2. Secondly, λ individuals (where λ ≤ µ) based on specified criteria are selected for calculating the n-dimensional probabilistic model that better represents the interdependencies. The aim is to calculate joint probability distribution of selected individuals. This step is also known as the learning procedure, and it is the most crucial one, since representing appropriately the dependencies between the variables is essential for a proper evolution towards fitter individuals. 3. New population is generated according to calculated probability distribution. 4. Finally, new population is replaced into previous population.
Steps 2, 3 and 4 are repeated until a stopping condition is verified. Examples of stopping conditions are: achieving a fixed number of populations or a fixed number of different evaluated individuals, uniformity in the generated population, and the fact of not obtaining an individual with a better fitness value after a certain number of generations.
Software clustering algorithms
Generally, in literature, software clustering algorithms can be generally categorized into the following groups:
1. Clustering algorithms based on concept analysis [7] : In such algorithms, the goal is to classify procedures and variables into clusters. Clustering algorithms of this group are merely used for extracting software architecture form the respective procedural codes and are not conclusive for large systems, as quoted by the author [7] . 2. Hierarchical clustering algorithms [8] [9] [10] [11] : In these algorithms, each entity is initially considered in a separate cluster, and then; these clusters are gradually combined with each other creating larger clusters. These algorithms provide hierarchical structure from system architecture [8] . The pitfall of hierarchical methods is their failure to benefit from software engineering criteria for determining clusters or code clusters. The hierarchical approaches seem to be useful for program understanding and knowledge discovery, because in general they allow the original problem to be studied at different levels of detail by navigating up and down the hierarchy. However, it is a difficult problem to find the appropriate height at which to prune a hierarchy of clusters to obtain optimal partitioning.
Figure 2.
Illustration of EDA approaches in the optimization process 3. Search-based clustering algorithms: clustering problem is treated as a search task in these algorithms. Since searching the complete state space turns the situation into a NP-Complete problem [11] , heuristic search techniques such as genetic algorithm are deployed for finding the optimal or near optimal answer during a reasonable time. Search operation is carried out using criteria of maximal cohesion and minimal coupling of clusters. These criteria are particularly suitable in object-based systems for identifying sub-systems or clusters. These methods are divided into two categories: global search (Such as Bunch [12, 13] and DAGC [6] ), local search (Such as SAHC [13] and NAHC [13] ) and combining local and global search (Such as HC+Bunch [14] ) methods. The main drawback of local search methods is that they have the risk of getting stuck in local maximum values, but, global search methods are able to escape from these local maximums [12] . Search-based algorithms have been able to achieve better results than the hierarchical techniques.
Genetic algorithms are widely and effectively used for NP-Hard optimization problems. They can produce acceptably near-optimal answers in reasonable time [6] . Genetic clustering algorithms are very subjective [15] ; wellknown tools such as DAGC, Bunch use genetic algorithm for clustering soft-ware systems. In the Bunch [8] , each individual is an array that the number of its genes is equal to the number of nodes in the call dependency graph (CDG) and the content of each gene identifies a cluster that contains the corresponding node. In the DAGC [6] Objective function used in Bunch and DAGC and our algorithm is TurboMQ [11, 12] . If the internal edges of cluster and edges between two clusters are respectively represented by i  and j i,  , TurboMQ value will be then computed as follows:
The proposed algorithm
Search-based software clustering methods such as the Bunch and DAGC are clearly superior to the hierarchical methods. However, they have a particular drawback that it was explained before. We try to address it by introducing a new algorithm in this section. This new algorithm is based on probabilistic model and does not use genetic operators such as crossover and mutation, instead keep the building blocks. In other words, we present a probabilistic model to generate a new population. This section explains our proposed probabilistic model (subsection 3.1) and software clustering using EDA (subsection 3.2).
Probabilistic model
To obtain the probability model, let M be an n×n square matrix (where n is the number of software artifacts), and initially the values of all elements except the main diagonal are 1/n. The value of M[i, j] represents the probability that two artifacts will be placed in the same cluster on individuals in the next generation. For example, if we have software system containing 5 artifacts, initially, the probability will be as shown in Table (1) . 
Then, we find the best and worst individuals of the population in each generation and change the values of probability matrix as follows: 
3. If two artifacts i and j are placed in the same cluster in the best and the worst individuals, the value of probability in the probability matrix does not change.
After changing the probability model, the new population is produced using the new possibilities. For example, Suppose in the Table ( 2), (a) and (b) are the best and the worst individuals respectively, then new probabilities assuming t=100 are given in Table (3). It is obvious that in this model the probability of any two artifacts is not equal to 0 and 1. We consider this condition for maintaining the diversity of our population and preventing premature convergence. 
Clustering using EDA
In our proposed algorithm each solution is shown as an individual. To represent individuals, we use Bunch algorithm's chromosome representation [11, 12] , but with limited number of clusters. In the Bunch, each individual is an array that the number of its genes is equal to the number of nodes in the call dependency graph (CDG) and the content of each gene identifies a cluster that contains the corresponding node and its numeric value is between one to N that N is the number of nodes in the CDG. Formally, an encoding on a string S is defined as: S = s1 s2 s3 s4 … sN (6) Where, N is the number of nodes in the CDG and s i identifiers the cluster that contains the i th node of the graph. For example, the graph in Figure 3 is encoded as the following string S: S = 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 In contrast with existing genetic based algorithm for software clustering, in our method, we use the probability model instead of the using crossover and mutation. In the proposed algorithm, first an initial population of individuals is generated randomly and the individuals are evaluated using TurboMQ fit- ness function. Then until the termination condition is established, individuals are selected using the selection operator and then offspring is generated according to calculated probability distribution. The previous population is replaced by the new population. Figure 4 shows two first generation of our proposed algorithm. In this figure initial population indicate the number of individuals and the corresponding fitness. We use the top of triangle probability matrix for the generation of each individual in new population as Algorithm 1. In any iteration, the old population is replaced by new produced population. Briefly, the EDAs process is as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: New population generation algorithm
-Until for each artifact, the cluster is not determined, the following steps are repeated:
1. Select a row from the probability matrix, randomly. 2. For each two artifacts generate a random number from [0, 1] . If the value of the random number is smaller or equal to their probability value, two artifacts are placed in the same cluster.
Algorithm 2:
EDA based software clustering algorithm BEGIN Generate initial population of size µ, randomly. Evaluate each individual using TurboMQ (Eq. 2)
While (a fixed number of generation is not achieved) 1. Select λ=2 promising and worse individuals (where λ ≤ µ); 2. Calculate the probability distribution matrix using selected individuals (Section 3.1); 3. Generate new population according to calculated probability distribution; 4. Evaluate each new offspring using TurboMQ; 5. Replace offspring into main population; END
Experimental Results
In this section, we compare the results obtained by proposed EDA and five well-known algorithms such as Bunch, DAGC, NAHC (Next Ascent Hill Climbing), SAHC (Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing), HC+Bunch. For evaluating the obtained clustering, internal and external metrics are used. External one is used to compare results of obtained clustering algorithm by the clustering provided by a domain expert. In fact, the external metrics are used for assessing the reliability of an algorithm. Mojo [16] , edgeMojo [17] , Precision/Recall [11] , and F m as harmonic mean of Precision/Recall are of external metrics. Mtunis is an academic operating system and since the clustering of this operating system is available so we've used it to evaluate the reliability of proposed algorithm. When the clustering produced by the expert is not available, internal metrics can be used. Table 4 shows the comparison of the proposed algorithm with some existing clustering algorithms. What is clear in this table is that proposed algorithm is able to provide clustering similar to clustering of an expert (When amount of Mojo, edgeMojo is lower, it represents more similarity between clustering produced algorithm with the one produced by an expert, while the larger F m indicates more similarity).
In Table 5 , the proposed algorithm is compared with known evolutionary algorithms on twelve benchmarks in terms of TurboMQ and the average value in twenty runs. In all these cases, it's obvious that the proposed algorithm was able to separate the clusters equal or better than Bunch and DAGC. The results of the EDA are equal to Bunch in seven and two cases and better than Bunch in five and nine cases in terms of TurboMQ and average, respectively. These results are also equal to DAGC in two cases, better than DAGC in ten cases in terms of TurboMQ and better than DAGC in terms of average in all cases. In Table 6 , the speed of convergence in proposed algorithm and Bunch is compared. We run the algorithms ten times and considered 1000 for number of iterations in each run. In cases that the obtained TurboMQ by our algorithm is equal to Bunch, the advantage of our method is that the speed of convergence to the solution is more and algorithm finds the solution in lower reps; for illustration Figure 5 and Figure 6 show convergence diagram of compiler benchmark for Bunch and EOD respectively. Obviously, EOD is converged in lower number of iterations. Table 7 , our algorithm is compared with Bunch and DAGC in terms of the standard deviation of the results of 20 runs (the lower Std. Deviation indicates more stability). The results of this table show that stability of proposed algorithm is higher than Bunch and DAGC in most and all cases, respectively. So, we can say our algorithm has higher stability. For example, stability diagram of proposed algorithm for one of the benchmarks (compiler) is presented in Figure 7 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have used estimation of distribution algorithm for software clustering problem. A probability model was presented using features of clustering problem. Results of initial tests showed that the proposed algorithm is very promising. For future work we are planning to do the following work:
1. In future work, we will try to test our algorithm on many software systems. 2. One of the important issues related to Bunch encoded is largeness of search space due to presence of some repetitive answers, i.e., although some generated encodes have apparently different representations, but in reality, they represent the same clustering. For example, though two chromosomes S 1 = 2 2 4 4 1 and S 2 =1 1 5 5 3 have different appearances but they are actually representative of the same clustering. Because, in both, there are three clusters so that nodes of C 1 and C 2 are in same cluster, nodes of C 3 and C 4 are in same cluster and node node C 5 , located in distinct cluster. Search space in Bunch algorithm is n n ; this large search space decelerates speed of this algorithm to find appropriate structure. The state space of n n is the worst state for a problem and search in this space is impossible in a rational time. Such state space would cause doubt in finding a 
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Mean good structure for software by Bunch. We believe that we can reduce it using limited number of clusters. It is well known fact that the number of clusters are much less than the number of classes in a program. Considering the number of classes as n, if we limit the number of clusters to maximum n/3 of classes (it is usually much less than n/3.); therefore, the state space of Bunch can be reduced to n n ) 3 ( . The upper bound of this state space is O(n!). This significant reduction may have a significant effect on improvement of the quality of achieved structure.
